Citing Gale resources originally published in a book using NoodleBib

This tutorial shows how to cite any resource that was originally published in a book and is reprinted in another book. NoodleBib screen shots are included. This tutorial can also be used for Opposing Viewpoints, Current Controversies, and Taking Sides series when the information was originally published in a book.

**Book**

We think you probably mean...

[Not sure?]

- Book
  - an entire book or section of a book
  - an e-book or book on electronic media
  - a map or chart
  - a photograph or illustration
  - a graphic novel or comic book
  - a transcript of an interview or speech

But if not, your source may be...

- Reprint of material from one book in another book
  - An excerpt from one book reprinted in another book or collection (which in turn can be published in print, online, or on electronic media).

- Anthology / book collection
  - A book that represents a collection of short works by one or more authors.

- Pamphlet

**Book, Reprinted Material**

In what medium did you view the book / collection?


This tutorial assumes you are using the book. If you are using the online version, check the radial button in front of Online instead.
Basic information about the original book material

Author(s) of book
First name | Middle name | Last name or group/corporation | Suffix
--- | --- | --- | ---

(No names have been added to this list) Add
Remove Name(s)

* Title of book
Staging Difference: Cultural Pluralism in American Theatre and Drama

* Publication city
New York
Click here for instructions.

Publisher
Peter Lang
Click here for instructions. What is an imprint?

Publication year
1995

Information about the section of the original book

* Type of section
Basic Section

Author(s) of section

First name | Middle name | Last name or group/corporation | Suffix
--- | --- | --- | ---

Cooperman, Robert

Title of section (if named)

Page number(s)
201-13

Information about the chapter in the book. Not all chapters have titles.
**Information about the section of the original book**

- **Type of section:**
  - Basic Section

- **Author(s) of section:**
  - Only specify if different than the author(s) of the book. Omit honorary and academic titles (e.g., Queen, Dr., Ph.D.). [Advanced help with names]

- **Title of section (if named):**
  - Use a *title int* to underline the second title. Capitalize the first letter of each word. [What words should be capitalized?]

- **Page number(s):**
  - Specify page numbers of the entire section (refer to specific pages used in your parenthetical references). For example, 120-36 (do not add "p." or "pp." -- type only the numbers). If page numbers are missing in source, type none in this field. [Advanced help with page numbers]

- **Compiler(s):**
  - Omit honorary and academic titles (e.g., Queen, Dr., Ph.D.). [Advanced help with names]

- **Edition:**
  - For example, 2nd, 3rd, Rev., Abr., Expanded, or 1935. Leave blank if citing a first edition.

- **Total number of volumes:**
  - Specify if it is a multivolume work, and you used 2 or more volumes.

- **Volume number:**
  - Specify if only 1 volume of a multivolume work was used. For example, 2 or 10 (do not add "vol." -- type only the number). If the volume has a unique title that distinguishes it from the other volumes, you may leave this field blank.

- **Series name:**
  - Specify if a series name is given on title or preceding (half-title) page. Include the abbreviation ser. if series is in the name.

- **Series number:**
  - Specify if a series number is given on title or preceding (half-title) page. For example, 1 (do not add "Ser." -- type only the number).